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Abstract
We need an emergent cure against tuberculosis after seeing 

its capability of scattering all around the world. The causative 
pathogen Mycobacterium tuberculosis (M. tuberculosis) persistently gets 
accomplishment in spreading the repulsiveness of overall expanding 
death rate; thusly create an emergent requirement for curing people 
to interact with this pathogen.  There might be numerous points of 
view of this bacterium to take a shot for focusing on the imperative 
components for its development and survival, one of those systems is 
recorded in the article underneath.  Glycosylation is the universal and 
one of the most important phenomenon’s for modification. This gene 
is a suitable one for studying exact functioning of glycosyl transferases 
enzymes as these are the non essential ones and require for growth 
of this bacterium.  The target of the manuscript is to accentuate the 
In silico highlights of the Rv1514c gene of M. tuberculosis which prove 
being an essential role like transferases activity, transferring glycosyl 
group’s action.  For the study of Rv1514c gene, it comprises 789 bp 
long which codes for nearly approx 29kDa protein.  In String database 
server for functional partner prediction demonstrates it interact with 
an fcl (EpiA), Rv1508A, gmdA, Rv1516c, Rv3264c, Rv1515c, Rv3032, 
Pima, Rv2188c and glgA.  Rv1514c modelled by using I-TASSER 
server and for model evaluation we using ProSA, Rampage, Verify 
3D and ERRAT which outcome score are satisfactory.  In Rv1514c 
binding sites prediction done by COACH which confirmed this gene 
might be bounded with UDP (Uridine-Diphosphate) and it could be 
a Transferases activity protein which possibly, transferring glycosyl 
groups action.  Assist exploratory investigations of this gene might be 
valuable in giving physiological and biological vitality as a remedial.
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Introduction
A standout amongst the most pulverization malady since the 

eighteenth century is ‘Tuberculosis’ which was first identified 
and analyzed by Robert Koch (1843-1910).  This researcher and 
his associates were discovered an unambiguous staining method 
for the identification of the causative agent of this dangerous 
malady which is Mycobacterium tuberculosis (M. tuberculosis).  
This staining strategy depended on the mix of methylene blue 
color pursued by counterstaining with vesuvin (dark colored 
dye); this darker color dye distinguishes M. tuberculosis not only 
in culture but also in the tissues [1].  The strategy attained so far 
for identifying and diagnosing this pathogen are not working 
nowadays, one like BCG vaccination, which was one of the best 
drug of that time to cure this malady completely, but now it fails 
due to frequent mutations in the genome of this pathogen and 
this mechanism provoke easy escape from the immune system 
of host cell [2-4].   At the beginning from the eighteenth century, 
the researcher had been endeavoring to outline the medication 
that can give hundred percent treatment for this infection but 
yet unsuccessful due to non-consistent nature of this bacterium 
[5].  The unstable environment of this bacterium provides 
the capability to this bacterium to escape effectively from the 
immunological obstructions of the human body (innate immune 
system) [6-8].  The most distinctive antigen presenting cells 
known as dendritic cells renowned for their role in the killing of 
the parasitic intracellular or extracellular bacterium, however 
for the situation particularly of M. tuberculosis, these cells flop 
in their obligation.  M. tuberculosis takes another approach to 
get away from the killing system of invulnerability yet precisely 
how [9-10].  M. tuberculosis bacterium after the entering into an 
individual person through the nasal track it fixes itself in the host 
alveolar macrophages where it can continue for a more extended 
timeframe with no Interference from host specific immune cells 
[11-12].  M. tuberculosis alters itself to remain in the macrophage 
by achieving some exceptional highlights like the adjustment in 
its cell wall component, communicating qualities that can oppose 
acidic condition, actuation of qualities that upgrade the resistance 
property of this bacterium and so forth [13]. 
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This manuscript elaborates the significance of Rv1514c of 
M. tuberculosis which is predicted to be glycosyl transferases.  
Although Glycosylation is a universal, important phenomenon 
in prokaryotes and eukaryotes, most of its features are still 
unknown and poorly understood [14]. Mainly these proteins 
are basically membrane linked, unstable and present in very 
low concentration [15-17].  These enzymes help in synthesis of 
many cell wall components like peptidoglycan, lipopolysacharide, 
glycolipids etc.  In case of M. tuberculosis, many drugs had been 
synthesized in order to target cell wall components but the exact 
mechanism behind this is still unknown [18].  This gene is a 
suitable one for studying exact functioning of glycosyl transferases 
enzymes as these are the non essential ones and does not require 
for growth of this bacterium. Earlier studies of M. tuberculosis 
found many glycosyl transferases genes that play significant 
roles in the cellular processes like mshA, gal transferases etc 
[19].  Therefore understanding this gene may provide us with 
better way to understand the mechanism of cell wall synthesis in                                       
M. tuberculosis and its effect on pathogenesis and thus help us to 
find a mode towards eradication of this disease [20-22].

Material and Methods
Prediction of the Interacting Functional Partner

Analysis of the protein-protein interaction is important for 
the protein significance, because the interacting partner might be 
function as are predicted protein.  STRING database web server 
analyzes the interacting score for the prediction of functional 
partner.  It predicts that cytoplasmic protein interacts with some 
other protein and it works in a web-like manner.  In the STRING 
database server there are low, medium and high cutoff score 
where the score values is for <0.4; medium: 0.4 to 0.7; high: >0.7 
[23, 24].

Ab initio Protein Modelling of Rv1514c 

Ab initio which means (From the beginning) in protein 
modelling, for the protein modelling we required FASTA 
format sequence which is retrieved from the Mycobrowser 
database (https://mycobrowser.epfl.ch/gene/) which has the 
comprehensive data of Mycobacterium tuberculosis for genomics 
and proteomics studies [25].  The Protein Data Bank (PDB) 
structure of the Rv1514c was not found in PDB (http://www.
rcsb.org/pdb/home/home.do), so we have started the analysis of 
structure modelling of Rv1514c.  For the analysis of secondary 
structure of the protein and protein structure property prediction 
we are using RaptorX web server [26].

I-TASSER (Iterative Threading ASSEmbly Refinement) server 
is an online server for forecast of the structural modelling of the 
protein.  For the protein demonstrating by I-TASSER (https://
zhanglab.ccmb.med.umich.edu/I-TASSER/) we should have the 
FASTA arrangement of the protein sequence [27].  This server 
modelled the 3D structure of the protein by following the three 
phases though, Local Meta threading server (LOMETS) for 
enhancing the model of the optional structure of a protein by 
covertly presented it utilizes the alpha-helix, beta-sheet and 

loop individually.   In I-TASSER server, structure examined by the 
C-score, z-score and inclusion of threading arrangement where 
the cutoff estimation of the C-score there are - 5 to 2, Z-score >1 
and COV (Coverage of the amino acid in modelling) which implies 
inclusion of alignment greater than 70%. Evaluation of the, a 
TM-score ≤ 0.17 compares to a likeness between two arbitrarily 
chose structures from the PDB library; a TM-score > 0.5 relates 
roughly to two structures of the comparative topology [28-30].

Evaluation of Rv1514c Protein Model

The evaluation of the structural modeled protein of the 
protein is done by Protein Structure Analysis (ProSA) and SAVES 
metaserver. The validation of the protein was performed by 
the structure analysis and verification server ProSA (https://
prosa.services.came.sbg.ac.at/prosa.php) analysis [31] and 
performed to the exactness and dependability of the displayed 
structure modeled protein.  SAVES (http://nihserver.mbi.ucla.
edu/SAVS/) was utilized to complete the confirmations of the 
model with ERRAT and Verify3D.  The general characteristics of 
the demonstrated structures were assessed utilizing ERRAT [32].  
Verify3D was utilized to approve the refined structure.  The 3D 
structure of the protein was contrasted with its very own amino-
corrosive grouping thinking about a 3D profile ascertained 
from the nuclear directions of the structures of right proteins 
[33].  The built model was assessed for its spine compliance 
utilizing a Ramachandran plot. The stereo chemical nature of 
the demonstrated proteins was surveyed from Ramachandran 
validate score for favored and unfavored regions [34, 35].  

Intrinsic Dynamics Studies of the Rv1514c Model

For the understanding of structural dynamics of proteins is a 
primary need for increasing more prominent bits of knowledge 
into their biological functions [36].  The modeled protein structure 
dynamics analysis on the basic elements were performed by 
the WEBnm@ server  (http://www.bioinfo.no/instruments/
normalmodes) [37] to figure the slowest modes and related 
misshaping energies to compute typical mode investigation 
of the proteins adding to the comparing protein development.  
Simple mode investigation figures the likely developments of the 
proteins and is the strategy for determination for investigating 
the slowest movement of decision [38].  The Structural modeled 
protein representation visualization was performed by RasMol.

Rv1514c model quality analysis 

For the forecast of quality of a protein by ProQ (http://www.
sbc.su.se/˷bjornw/ProQ/ProQ.html) online server had been used 
which depends on the neural system constructed apparatus which 
is based on the evaluation of the structural characters, there is the 
quality of a protein model and it is streamlined to discover revise 
models to discover local structures.  The quality estimates the LG 
score and MaxSub.  The cutoff scope of LG score> 1.5 is extremely 
great model, > 2.5 great model and > 4 to a great degree great 
model and there MaxSub score> 0.1 extremely great model, > 0.5 
great model and > 0.8 amazingly great model [39, 40].
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Protein Binding Site Prediction of Rv1514c protein

The binding sites forecast depends on the protein arrangement 
or likewise done by PDB file (3D structure) in binding sites 
prediction is done by the online server.  COACH Metaserver 
(https://zhanglab.ccmb.med.umich.edu/COACH/) used for the 
ligand binding site forecast or ligand pocket prediction.  For 
the investigation of the ligand binding prediction starts from 
the PDB structure or else pick document in PDB format of the 
target protein.  After that this server will make correlative ligand 
binding site prediction by using the two relative systems: TM-site 
and S-site which recognize the presence of the ligand-restricting 
site, it sorts out the specific restricting substructure and profile 
gathering structure the (BioLiP) database [41].  COACH server 
parameters are C-score, RMSD, Cov, BS-score Lig name and 
anticipated restricting buildup.  In COACH server the C-score is 
confidence score, RMSD is deposits that are basically adjusted 
by TM-adjust, Cov is the coverage of global structural alignment, 
BS-score>1 proportion of neighborhood closeness (sequence & 
structure) between layout the template binding site and predicted 
binding site and the cutoff score BS-score >1 reflect a significant 
local match between the predicting and template binding site and 
Lig name are the ligand name [42]. 

Sequence-based functional analysis of Rv1514c protein

The useful investigation of protein is the key factor in its 
examination and it will be finished by the COFACTOR online 
server (https://zhanglab.ccmb.med.umich.edu/COFACTOR/) 
which predicts the function of the protein [43].  COFACTOR is 
model based server utilized for protein-protein interrelation and 
a natural clarification of protein molecules. Examination of this 
protein functioning for threading was done by BioLiP protein 
work database.  By this database, investigation of the model 
structure figures out how to observe the homology and the 
functional state of the protein.  COFACTOR model-based capacity 
expectation estimation was situated as the best methodology for 
protein determine protein structure configuration [44].

Results
Prediction of the Interacting Functional Partner

Interacting partner functional prediction analysis has done 
by the of STRING database server. The outcome demonstrates 
that Rv1514c protein interconnected with 10 other protein like 
fcl (EpiA), Rv1508A, gmdA, Rv1516c, Rv3264c, Rv1515c, Rv3032, 
pimA, Rv2188c and glgA [45-51] are appeared in Figure 1.  
STRING database server produces the score based on associating 
accomplice which demonstrates the cutoff esteem in the middle of 
the base communication score (between 0.4 - 0.6) or more score 
indicated high interaction.  Based on the connecting score, fcl 
(EpiA) (Nucleotide-sugar epimerase) protein demonstrates the 
high associating score i.e. 0.923 any other predicted functional 
partner score are shown in Table 1. 

Figure 1:
Protein-interacting partners: In Rv1514c protein the interacting 
functional partner prediction done by STRING database server result 
shows the Rv1514c protein interact with Rv1508A, gmdA, Rv1516c, 
Rv3264c, Rv1515c, Rv3032, pimA, Rv2188c and glgA. In this figure the 
fcl (EpiA) protein is highly interact to the Rv1514c which score is 0.923.

Table 1: 

Interacting functional partners: This table enlists the interacting 

functional partner of  Rv1514c protein of M. tuberculosis interconnected 

with 10 other proteins like fcl (EpiA), Rv1508A, gmdA, Rv1516c, Rv3264c, 

Rv1515c, Rv3032, pimA, Rv2188c and glgA with that the cutoff score.

No.
Functional 

Partner
Function Score Reference

1 fcl (EpiA)
Nucleotide-sugar 

epimerase
0.923 [45]

2 Rv1508A Hypothetical protein 0.884 [46]

3 gmdA
GDP-D-mannose 

dehydratase;
0.819 [45]

4 Rv1516c Sugar transferase 0.785 [46]

5 Rv3264c

D-alpha-D-mannose-

1-phosphate 

guanylyltransferase

0.738 [47]

6 Rv1515c Hypothetical protein 0.738 [48]

7 Rv3032 Transferase 0.695 [49]

8 pimA
Alpha-

mannosyltransferase
0.695 [50]

9 Rv2188c Hypothetical protein 0.695 [51]

10 glgA
Capsular glucan 

synthase
0.695 [49]
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Ab initio Protein Modelling of Rv1514c 

As we probably know for the protein modelling first we 
retrieved the Fasta format protein sequence of the Rv1514c gene 
by using the Mycobrowser database which has nucleotide and 
protein sequences of the M. tuberculosis species and physical-
chemical properties of the genes. This quality has 789 base 
pair long quality and the protein sub-atomic mass ~ 29kDa 
protein.  This protein appears as a speculative protein and not 
studies previously.  For the analysis of protein structure property 
prediction, we have used RaptorX (http://raptorx.uchicago.edu/) 
web server of Rv1514c, there are 33% α-Helix, 18% β-sheet, 
48% Coil region and solvent accessibility 29%Exposed, 35% 
Medium and 35% Bury present.  I-TASSER is an online server 
which modeled the 3D structure of the protein by utilizing amino 
corrosive arrangement and this demonstrating is known as ab 
initio modeling.  It is figured by the threading layout formats 
arrangement.  The structure of Rv1514c protein quality of 
structure modelled relies on the estimation of C-score and RMSD 
esteem.  The level of the positive district lies over 90% and the 
C-score is the certainty score for each model which is from -5 
to 2 where the higher conviction demonstrates is controlled by 
the higher estimation of C-score.   By the I-TASSER demonstrated 
organized there is 5 protein models made by the C-score and 
situated by gathering measure. The demonstrated protein 
structure which chose on the 1st rank premise its PDB hit is 2Z86 
(Crystal structure of chondroitin polymerase from Escherichia 
coli strain K4 (K4CP) complexed with UDP-GlcUA and UDP).  The 
template alignment PDB hit 2Z86 is Transferases from organism 
Escherichia coli.  The demonstrated protein PDB hit template 
identity is 17-20 percent and the Normalized z-score is 2.97 

which indicate superior alignment and the quantity of adjusted 
buildups which appears by (Cov) is 0.85 which implies the 85% 
of the coverage of the threading alignment, the model protein 
of Rv1514c confidence score is -0.47 the estimated TM-score is 
0.65±0.13 and Estimated RMSD = 6.9±4.1Å. Finally, the displayed 
structure of the Rv1514c protein is appeared in Figure 2.

Evaluation of Rv1514c Protein Model

ProSA: Model evaluation essential for the demonstrated protein 
structure, if there should be an occurrence of ab initio displaying 
this, is provided with the measurable unwavering quality to 
the 3D structure of the demonstrated protein.  For the model 
investigation Protein Structure Analysis (ProSA) server check the 
potential errors. The assessed z-score of the model protein is -6.31 
which is appeared in Figure 3(a).  ProSA server demonstrates the 
second plot, which indicates plotting energies as a function of 
amino acid arrangement position i. As a rule, positive qualities 
compare to problematic or incorrect parts of the input structure.  
A plot of single buildup energies, as a rule, contains large 
variances and is of limited an incentive for model assessment.  
Thus the plot is smoothed by ascertaining the normal vitality 
over every 40-buildup part s (i, i+39), which is then allocated to 
the ‘focal’ deposit of the piece at position i+19.  The second line 
with a little window size of 10 deposits is appeared out of sight of 
the plotted Figure 3(b). 

Rampage: The protein model evaluation by SAVES metaserver 
some server like (RAMPAGE, Verify3D and ERRAT).  RAMPAGE 
(Ramachandran plot examination) which is an online server 
look at the displayed protein structure showed that the 92.3% 
residues are in the most favored region, 5.8% buildups in the 
additional allowed region and 1.9% residues in outlier region.  
These parameters of protein structure exhibiting that our showed 
protein was of good quality steady and satisfactory.

Verify3D: The assessment of Rv1514c protein three-dimensional 
profiles investigation by utilizing a Verify3D server. This program 
assesses the closeness of an atomic model (3D) with its own 
specific amino acid arrangement which is 1 dimensional. Each 
deposit is doled out an essential class in a brilliance of its zone 
and condition (alpha, beta, circle, polar, non-polar et cetera).  The 
score ranges from-1 (poor score) to +1 (awesome score). 90.48% 
of the arrangement had found in the centre estimation of 3D-1D 
score >=0.2 that is discerning for our exhibited protein appeared.

Errat: ERRAT is an online server which favors the protein 
structure on the beginning of the atomic association between 
different sorts of molecules.  The general quality factor is 98.8649 
of our protein structure which is satisfactory.

Intrinsic Dynamics Studies of the Rv1514c Model

In typical mode examination (NMA) initial six modes 
coordinating with worldwide pivot and interpretation of the 
framework are for the most part disregarded and consequently, 
least recurrence mode of concern is the seventh one.  Typical 
Mode Analysis of the Rv1514c protein showed that low twisting 
energies were related with generally unbending districts in the 
protein. NMA demonstrated the vibration and thermal properties 

Figure 2:
Protein modelling: Rv1514c structure modelled by using I-TASSER, the 
PDB hit of a template alignment is 2Z86, Normalized z-score is 2.97, Cov 
is 0.85.The C-score is -0.47 the estimated TM-score is 0.65±0.13 and the 
Estimated RMSD = 6.9±4.1Å. I-TASSER server model protein Rv1514c 
outcome score are satisfactory.
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Figure 3:
Model Evaluation: For the model evaluation done by ProSA tool result showing the subfigures indicate that Rv1514c protein that’s although homolo-
gous of (PDB code 2Z86, chain A). (a) ProSA-web z-scores of Rv1514c protein chains (A) in PDB determined by X-ray crystallography  (light blue) or 
NMR spectroscopy (dark blue) with acclaim to their length (-6.31) shown in above studies and  the z-scores of Rv1514c point as large dots. (b) The 
energy plot of Rv1514c shows the energies of the residue the window size is 40. 

Table 2: 

Deformation energies: This table shows the minimal deformation energies of Rv1514c protein from M. tuberculosis had deformation energies are 

1541.04, 2992.26, 4095.30 and 5269.36 but the lowest deformation energies of 2992.26 in the seventh mode.

S. No. Mode Index Deformation Energies

1 7 616.28

2 8 1249.42

3 9 1591.43

4 10 1541.04

5 11 2055.35

6 12 2458.86

7 13 3046.28

8 14 2992.26

10 15 4127.75

11 16 4095.30

12 17 5176.75

13 18 5565.31

14 19 5269.36

15 20 6734.49

of a protein at the atomic level.  The Rv1514c protein from                       
M. tuberculosis. had minimal deformation energies are 1541.04, 
2992.26, 4095.30 and 5269.36 but the lowest deformation 
energies of 2992.26 in the seventh mode as shown in Table 2.  It 

inferred that the seventh mode with extensive unbending regions 
had a superior probability of describing domain motions as 
shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4:
Prediction of Intrinsic Dynamics analysis: The intrinsic dynamics prediction figure shows the Deformation energies and Normalized atomic dis-
placement plot of the Rv1514c protein for M. tuberculosis H37Rv.

Rv1514c model quality analysis 

Protein quality analysis (ProQ) predicts the protein quality, 
it depends on the neural system which can figure the number of 
structural characters this demonstrates the quality of a protein 
model and its improved to assess the right models and discover 
native structures.  ProQ assessment estimates LG score and 
MaxSub.  In Rv1514c demonstrate structure protein, anticipated 
LG score was 4.060 and MaxSub 0.146 which implies Rv1514c 
protein quality is an extremely great model.

Ligand Binding Site Prediction of Rv1514c protein

For protein binding site prediction of Rv1514c protein done 
by COACH server they anticipated ligand binding (pocket) site 
which produce corresponding binding site forecasts utilizing two 
similar strategies, TM-SITE and S-SITE.  By the examination of 

COACH, results demonstrate on rank 1 Protein Data Bank (PDB) 
hit 2D7I which have C-score 0.91 where the cluster size is 109 
and it is a (Crystal structure of pp-GalNAc-T10 with UDP, GalNAc 
and Mn2+) Transferase protein form the organism of Homo sapiens 
where ligand as UDP (Uridine-Diphosphate).  In Rv1514c buildup 
consensus binding sites residues as 12, 13, 14, 16, 43, 68, 70, 71, 
91, 92, 93, 173, 174, 200 and 204.  In TM-SITE and S-SITE result 
rank 1 the PDB hit is also 2D7I but the C-score and cluster size 
is low with comparison earlier result but the other hand in rank 
2 the PDB hit is 4FIY which C-score is 0.17 and cluster size is 3 
ligand name are manganese(2+) binding sites are 16,93,94,203.  
At last, the server demonstrate that In Rv1514c protein binding 
sites predicted on the 12, 13, 14, 16, 43, 68, 70, 71, 91, 92, 93, 
173, 174, 200 and 204 residues with Uridine-Diphosphate clearly 
shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5:
Ligand Binding Site Prediction: For the ligand binding sites prediction of the Rv1514c protein has been done by Coach server demonstrates that 
Uridine-Diphosphate (UDP) as ligand with C-score 0.91 where the cluster size is 109 and the binding sites residues as 12, 13, 14, 16, 43, 68, 70, 71, 
91, 92, 93, 173, 174, 200 and 204. (a) This figure shows the binding residues on the site of Rv1514c protein. (b) In this cartoon model of Rv1514c 
protein showing the ligand Uridine-Diphosphate (UDP). (c) At last, in this figure showing the Rv1514c surface model with covered the ligand in the 
protein structure

Functional analysis of Rv1514c protein

Rv1514c protein display based function forecast studies had 
been finished by COFACTOR servers.  COFACTOR is a structured 
plan and protein-protein affiliation based strategy for common 

Figure 6:
Functional analysis: The figure demonstrates the gene ontology stud-
ies with the molecular Function and Cell segment. The entire procedure 
exhibits the molecular function studied C-score is 1.00 for Transferases 
action has appeared in figure 6 and the cellular component C-score is 
0.95 for an intracellular part.

perception of protein particles.  COFACTOR results anticipated 
analogue in PDB, Molecular limit, biological process, a cellular 
component, enzyme homolog in PDB, format protein with relative 
restricting locales appeared in Figure 6.  COFACTOR online server 
results in the foreseen quality metaphysics Gene Ontology (GO) 
terms are organized by atomic capacity, organic process, and cell 
part with a distinct C-score.  In a Rv1514c useful examination of 
atomic capacity by COFACTOR are with score 1.0 they anticipate 
synergist action, confidence score 1.00 is for transferases activity 
which means transferring glycosyl groups action, which means 
100% confidence score for the function prediction of a Rv1514c 
as a Transferases protein which transferring glycosyl groups 
action.  The outcome result of the COFACTOR results shown in 
Figure 6.     

Discussion
In the wake of seeing the state of the world because of TB we 

presently require an eminent and regular treatment to secure 
or to fight against this disease.  Advancement of different lines 
drugs additionally can’t fix which influences the circumstances to 
compound and furthermore these medications make an opposing 
situation because of them or by comparative medications.  After 
all the consistent endeavors by the researcher from numerous 
decades to make a lasting arrangement, there was an absence of 
the entire solution for this infection. In this manner in the current 
situation influences scientists to decide its total fix as a vital activity.  
The mentioned manuscript provides us with a new target which 
is glycosyl transferases to kill this pathogenic bacterium.  Glycosyl 
transferases are the universal molecule help in transfer of the 
glycosyl residue on various moieties [14].  Various bioinformatics 
approaches have been applied on this gene to elaborate its 
various functions and essentiality in biological system.  Glycosyl 
transferases are badly required for synthesizing glycosyl linkages 
in the cell wall components like arabinan LAM, Mycolic acids etc 
[19].  Rv1514c is predicted to be a glycosyl transferases gene and 
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various bioinformatics approaches have been used to understand 
the working.  STRING database tool proves protein-interaction 
with various other proteins but the interaction capacity was 
higher for fcl (EpiA) which is nucleotide sugar epimerase [23, 24].  
As fcl (EpiA) involved in the cell make up, its interacting partner 
Rv1514c might be an important key point for its functioning. The 
3D structure for this protein has been modeled by I-TASSER [27] 
evaluated by ProSA, ERRAT, Verify3D and RAMPAGE [32-35] and 
their intrinsic dynamics studies by WEBnm@ which figure out 
the miss happening energies [37]. The model quality analysis 
predicted by ProQ which outcome result is Rv1514c model 
quality is satisfied [39, 40]. Binding sites on this protein have been 
derived by the help of COACH server which ensure the binding 
of UDP and manganese2+ on various sites [41, 42]. Functional 
analysis of this gene is forced by COFACTOR server which proves 
that this gene having transferases activity by a satisfied score [43, 
44].  As discussed above that glycosyl transferases is one of the 
important class of enzymes, understanding and classification of 
these gene might be an important step in knowing the strategy of 
the survival of this bacterium inside host cell and therefore could 
be used a step in the eradication of this disease.
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